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ABSTRACT
Characterization of A 
Missile Flyout Simulation
by
Russell Louis Tinsley
Dr. Sandra Gatlin, Examination Committee Chair 
Assistant Professor o f Mathematics 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
This thesis develops a systematic approach to exploring the response o f a missile 
flyout software simulation to input noise. The research is intended to augment the current 
characterization tests employed by the Electronic Warfare Testing community. This 
thesis explores the direct relationship between specific input noise signals and individual 
simulation responses. The design defines an approach for characterizing the behavior o f a 
deterministic simulation o f tremendous complexity by controlling test conditions. 
Techniques for generating realistic random noise are derived. A  statistical model o f the 
relationship between input noise missile miss distance at the point o f closest approach is 
presented. The statistical model coefficients are tested for validity. The techniques used 
are o f general applicability to future missile simulation studies.
Ill
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides background information on the requirement for enhancing 
the characterization o f missile flyout simulations.
Electronic Warfare Background
En route to their targets, US m ilitary aircraft must be able to pass through an 
enemy’s air defense systems to perform their mission. The ubiquitous Surface-to-Air 
M issile (SAM) radar system is one o f the primary threats to strike aircraft. It is a goal o f 
Electronic Warfare (EW) to provide US aircraft w ith protection against enemy defense by 
use o f the electromagnetic spectrum. Many aircraft are equipped w ith Electronic Counter 
Measures (ECM) hardware designed to thwart an enemy’s capability to attack friendly 
assets by emitting radio frequency signals intended to disrupt the operation o f the SAM.
The EW test community is responsible for the conduct o f performance testing to 
predict the ECM hardware’s effectiveness against various SAM systems. One o f the final 
stages o f this testing occurs at Open A ir Ranges (OARs) where the ECM equipped 
aircraft engages in  fligh t testing against simulated SAMs. This testing provides 
information about the ECM device’s ab ility to protect the aircraft by inducing track errors 
in the SAM system. The fundamental idea is that a missile fired by a SAM system under 
the influence o f increased track errors is less like ly  to destroy the aircraft. The goal o f
1
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jamming is to induce an error in the SAM ’s Time-Space-Position Information (TSPI) 
relative to the true TSPI o f the aircraft. The goal o f the EW test community is to assess 
the effectiveness o f an ECM device in  protecting its host aircraft. A  key software tool 
EW testers employ to quantify this result is the missile flyout simulation. Because actual 
launching o f hardware missiles is dangerous and cost prohibitive, the missile flyout 
simulation results provide the performance estimate EW testers use to assess the 
performance o f the ECM.
Description o f Flyout Simulations 
The basic principle o f a command guided missile is for the SAM system to 
provided steering commands to the missile that w ill guide the missile towards an 
intercept path w ith the SAM ’s target. These commands represent deflections o f the 
missiles’ aerodynamic control surfaces that w ill produce a corresponding acceleration in 
the missiles’ trajectory. For additional information about missile guidance and 
proportional navigation see Zarchan. M issile flyout simulations are software models used 
to estimate the Point o f Closest Approach (PCA) o f a missile relative to a target. These 
simulations use information about the missile aerodynamics and the control system 
equations to simulate the guidance o f a missile towards its target. The TSPI information 
from the SAM system is stored in a data file  at fixed time intervals. At. The flyout 
simulation uses this data file  to simulate a missile launch at an aircraft. A fter each time 
step At the flyout simulation estimates where a missile would be and calculates the 
appropriate guidance commands to steer the missile towards the perceived target, i.e. the 
SAM TSPI location. The simulation then calculates the new missile position at the next
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
time step based on the guidance commands and its internal simulation o f the missiles 
thrust, aerodynamics and other salient factors.
The simulation also reads true TSPI information, which is merged into the same 
data file  w ith the SAM TSPI. The simulation does not use the true TSPI data to steer the 
missile. The simulation uses true TSPI data only for determining the time at which the 
missile reached its PCA to the true target and the associated miss distance. The flyout 
simulation reports the miss distance, i.e. the true target position minus the missile 
position at PCA as a three-dimensional vector in  a North, East, and Down coordinate 
system. Typically, the scalar magnitude o f the miss distance is compared to a threshold 
known as the critical radius (based on the range at which a warhead is expected to 
damage or destroy the aircraft). I f  the miss distance is less than the critical radius, the EW 
tester scores the engagement as a “ h it” .
The flyout simulation is completely deterministic. A fixed time sequence o f true 
and SAM TSPI w ill produce identical results each time because the simulation contains 
no intrinsic variability. It is not however, a straightforward matter to characterize the 
performance o f a flyout simulation. The simulation uses TSPI information updated every 
At to update the position and guidance commands for the missile. This update is required 
at every time step from missile launch until PCA. Thus i f  n time steps occur between 
launch and PCA, the deterministic miss distribution is unique for a specific sequence o f 
SAM and true TSPI that exists in an X  R^" dimensional space (3dimensional true and 
perceived position X  n time steps). This R^" X  R^" dimensional space contains all 
possible TSPI track error sequences o f duration nAt and can be separated into two
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
mutually exclusive and exhaustive sub-spaces, those that produce misses and those that 
produce hits.
Critical Radius 
of Warhead
Miss
Zone
Boundary
Figure 1. Graphical Depiction o f the Critical Radius
The EW community relies on various statistical figures o f merit, which are 
derived directly from the hits and misses as scored based on flyout simulations. However 
the community has devoted little  effort in understanding the underlying behavior o f these 
statistics or the flyout simulations that generate the results. The goal o f this thesis is do 
provide insight regarding how the flyout simulation results are related to the track error 
sequences and when the missile is most vulnerable to track errors would offer 
tremendous u tility  for ECM designers and testers.
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Current Simulation Characterization 
The EW community’s current practice for testing flyout simulations is to perform 
characterization studies. The studies are conducted by synthetically created input files 
(the aforementioned TSPI data files) that exercise the flyout simulation at various target 
positions and speeds w ithin the engagement envelope o f the SAM system. The 
characterization consists o f recording the proportion o f hits scored by the flyout 
simulation over a preset aircraft profile under various conditions. For example, varying 
the track noise level, track bias, and aircraft speed relative to a nominal case and 
reporting the effect on the proportion o f hits observed over the profile. This type o f 
testing reduces voluminous data into summary statistics to provide a basic understanding 
o f the simulation’s performance.
Procedure
The dynamic conditions investigated in this thesis were reduced to four specific 
conditions referred to as Engagements A, B, C, and D. These four engagements come 
from an aircraft flying a straight and level profile at a constant velocity offset from the 
SAM system, i.e. the target does not fly  straight toward the SAM along an inbound 
radial. The four engagements are defined by the four corresponding missile launch times. 
Engagement A  occurs while the aircraft is inbound toward the SAM (i.e., the range rate is 
negative). Engagement B also occurs while the aircraft is inbound w ith the aircraft closer 
to the SAM than engagement A. Engagement C begins w ith the target inbound at the time 
o f missile launch, but outbound by the time o f PCA. Engagement D occurs for a
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completely outbound target. A ll four engagements occur w ithin the SAM systems 
operational range. Engagement A  receives the bulk o f the focus in this research.
In addition to restricting the research to these four engagements, we have also 
reduced the infinitude o f possible track error types to a manageable subset adequate for 
this thesis. The types o f track errors utilized are the square pulse and some o f its 
compounds, and random noise. The amplitude, start time, and duration uniquely identify 
the square pulse. The error amplitude and auto-correlation describe the random noise 
case. Other classes o f track error that were studied are discussed brie fly in Appendix C.
The square pulse has the property that general error signals can be constructed 
from a sequence o f small duration square pulses (in the lim it, durations o f At). The 
random noise has the virtue o f realism in that the SAM always tracks in the presence o f 
random errors, w ith or w ithout the use o f ECM.
The perceived SAM tracks were simulated by perturbing the true TSPI w ith a 
track error from one o f the aforementioned types. The physics o f the radar make its 
natural coordinate system a spherical one. The radar tracks in native azimuth, elevation 
and range (AER) coordinates. Thus the error signals were injected in these AER 
coordinates to simulate realistic conditions.
No attempt was made to restrict the research to track errors known to be 
achievable via particular ECM jamming techniques. Since the goal was to illum inate the 
flyout simulation’s response, the errors used were o f amplitudes that would produce miss 
distances on the order o f magnitude o f the critical radius. In this paper, all miss distances 
are reported in units o f “ percentage o f the critical radius” , denoted by %Rc. Time is 
reported in units o f At, the simulation’s update rate. Angular track errors are reported in
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units o f Ô, a nominal amount selected to deliver appropriate responses. Raw units 
describing error signals or aircraft dynamics are not provided.
Flyout Simulation Process 
Each simulation o f an engagement requires the creation and submission o f an 
input file  describing the SAM ’s perceived TSPI, true TSPI, rate data, and other 
information in  a specified format. Each miss distance result for each track error case 
requires a separate input file , which is typically thousands o f records long, describing the 
target’s three dimensional perceived and actual location along w ith approximate 
velocities. The Flyout simulation then processes the file , simulating the missile launch, 
calculating new missile guidance command, and updating the m issile’s position and 
velocity, fina lly determining the closest point o f approach. The output consists o f an 
entire directory o f results fi*om which the miss distance, missile fligh t times, and other 
information can be extracted. Individual charts in this paper often represent the results o f 
repeating this process 80-100 times, i.e., submitting scores o f “jobs”  to run on the missile 
flyout server. Each individual job must be created, submitted to the server, post­
processed, and read into a database for analysis. This is a computationally intensive 
procedure that ultim ately lim its the quantity o f simulated missiles that could be studied 
due to the computational demands and man-hour constraints. Thus each simulation 
carries a cost that cannot be ignored. This situation is analogous to the cost o f collecting 
data that an EW tester experiences, requiring consideration o f designing experiments w ith 
fin ite resources.
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Purpose
The goal o f this Thesis is to augment the macroscopic characterization described 
in section 1.3 , and develop understanding o f the relationship between track errors and the 
corresponding miss distances that w ill increase the knowledge gained from the type o f 
characterization study currently used. The EW test community has expressed a desire to 
increase their understanding o f the response o f the simulations to induced track errors 
prior to actual test conduct. It is believed that increased information about the missile 
simulation, w ill improve the EW testers capability to design tests at OARs according to 
Dr. Frank Gray, Technical Director o f the A ir Force Operational Test and Evaluation 
Center (personal communications, Feb. 2000). This type o f missile simulation is utilized 
by a relatively small segment o f customers who have lacked the resources to perform 
characterization studies in  greater depth than the process described in section 1.3.
This research was conducted working w ith a particular flyout simulation used for 
a specific SAM threat. However, the goal was not to produce a more thorough description 
o f this particular flyout simulation’s performance (this simulation is no longer available 
for use). Instead the goal was to develop a general understanding o f how to proceed in 
characterizing a black box simulation where there is minimal information about the 
science inside the box. There is a need for systematic process for probing the relationship 
between complex inputs and scalar outputs. As discussed above, there is a cost associated 
w ith each tria l thus the experimental design requires efficiency. The historical 
characterization procedures do not examine individual missile responses or attempted to 
identify “ what causes the missile to h it or miss?” . This Thesis is the first attempt at
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
addressing a defined EW testing requirement for developing new approaches to 
characterizing missile simulations. It represents the first steps o f a large effort.
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CHAPTER 2
RESPONSE TO CONTROLLED ERROR 
This chapter describes the in itia l exploration o f the flyout simulation’s response to track 
error systematically imposed on the target’s TSPI data.
The Square Pulse
An elementary track error form is the square pulse. It presents a constant bias as 
the track error for some time window from to to ti.
1 % ':.
Thus, the square pulse is uniquely defined by its amplitude, start time and 
duration. The amplitude “ a”  represents a bias in the SAlM track that is present from time 
to to time t,. Clearly, summing an appropriate set o f square pulses could create arbitrarily 
complex track errors.
The first step was to baseline the results by running the flyout simulation for all 
four engagements described in section 1.4, w ith no track error present, i.e., the reference 
TSPI and the SAM TSPI were identical. This condition does not guarantee the software 
missile w ill impact the target. In addition to the miss distances, the baseline provided 
PCA times, i.e., the time o f fligh t o f the missile for each o f the four engagements. This 
information was utilized in the first set o f tests performed.
10
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Cumulative Square Puises 
The first tests used square puises that terminated at the time o f PCA (set t, = 
time o f PCA) and varied in amplitude and duration. The amplitudes examined were 
26, 6, -6 and -26. The durations began at 10At and incremented by lOAt up to a 
maximum duration o f 200At. The track error was applied in the azimuth dimension 
(elevation and range data were unperturbed). The results for the 26 square waves on 
Engagement A  are plotted in Figure 2 in terms o f their miss distance in the North, 
East, and Down coordinates'. The convention used by the simulation is:
Miss Distance = Target Position -  Missile Position at PCA (2.2)
Engagement A 
25 Amplitude
150
50
-50
-100
■ ■
► North 
I East
A Down
40 80 120
Pulse Duration
Figure 2. Engagement A Miss Distance Components
North-East-Down is the coordinate system in which miss distances are output by the flyout simulations.
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Since the effect o f the track error on the flyout simulation is the result o f 
interest, the results o f these flyouts can be adjusted relative to the baseline case o f no 
track error. The time o f PCA was not appreciably altered by the addition o f the track 
errors so the difference between the miss distance in the presence o f track error and 
the miss distance w ith no track error is the displacement o f the missile at PCA due to 
the track error. The results o f Figure 2 are plotted again in Figure 3, as a miss distance 
relative to the baseline case. Each o f the three lines, north, east, and down, are shifted 
by a fixed amount, viz., the north, east, and down miss distances for the baseline case 
o f Engagement A.
Engagement A 
25 Amplitude
125
100
75
50
25
0
-25
-50
-75
-100
-125
-150
-175
Pulse Duration
Figure 3. Relative Miss Distance Components
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Centerline Coordinates
In Figure 3 there appears to be a negative relationship between the north and 
east components o f miss distance, i.e., the magnitudes o f the North and East miss 
components appear to be related. One could reasonably guess that this correlation is 
related to the geometry o f the engagement. In general. North and East carry no 
meaning o f significance to the SAM system. Much more descriptive is an 
examination o f the behavior in the radar’s native coordinate system. By using the 
appropriate orthogonal matrix, the miss distances were rotated into a centerline 
coordinate system (p, e, (j>), related to AER described in Appendix 1. The results 
shown in Figure 4 demonstrate the predominant effect was in the s or cross range 
dimension. Not surprising since this is the dimension in which the track error was 
introduced. Since little  information is le ft in  the p or (f) dimensions, the remaining 
plots are restricted to the cross range, or e dimension.
The cross range effect for a ll four engagements are shown in Figure 5. The 
most apparent feature o f Figure 5 is that the miss distances are very nearly symmetric. 
This symmetry indicates the sign o f the track error does not effect the magnitude o f 
the miss distance, only the direction. This was not an unexpected discovery, but 
neither was it a foregone conclusion. Recall that the flyout simulation determines 
PCA based on the reference or true TSPI relative to the simulated missile. The 
difference between guiding a missile towards a target that appears to be in front o f the 
true target could produce a geometry fundamentally different from that o f guiding a 
missile behind a target. There is no doubt that a sufficiently large track error would 
produce such an asymmetry.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Engagement A 
25 Amplitude
250
200
150
-50
- * ----------A-------- A-------- A---------♦ ---------é------- é  4  é é  4 -A A A A A » t  t
40 80 100 120 
Puise Duration
200
Figure 4. Centerline Relative Miss Distances
In addition to symmetry, another desirable attribute is linearity. I f  the flyout 
simulation exhibited a linear response to track errors then superposition could 
invoked to great advantage in characterizing the simulation.
Examining Figure 5 shows that for pulse durations o f 60zl/ or more, the 
responses are approximately linear. This means the miss distances are approximately 
proportional to the track noise for a fixed pulse duration, e.g., the change in miss 
distance due to a track error amplitude o f 25 is approximately twice the response for 
the corresponding track error w ith an amplitude o f Ô. This trend is not present for 
pulse duration o f 20At. For the 10At case, amplitude hardly matters at all, only 
polarity.
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Engagement A 
Cross Range AMiss Distance
250
150
50
-50
-100
-250
- X  X X -
X 2 5  I
A -25 I
“i  r
- A  A A -  Z  Â A
“Ï  r-
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Pulse Duration
Figure 5. Engagement A  Amplitude Responses
There is a plausible explanation for this phenomena based on the physics the 
flyout simulation is attempting to emulate. The pulse duration plotted on the x-axis 
represents the time prior to PCA at which the track error became non-zero. The flyout 
simulation imitates a process where the missile is steered toward the perceived target 
position. In the presence o f track error, the simulation steers the missile towards the 
erroneous position. I f  the track error is introduced 10 At prior to PCA, the missile has 
less time to respond to this error. The aerodynamic laws simulated in the flyout 
simulation appear to be producing the same change to the missile for both the 5 and 
25 track error amplitudes. This is indicative that the errors both produce the 
maximum change in fligh t path physically possible. The errors are relatively small
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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because the missile simply does not have time to be effected by an error that occurs 
too close to PCA.
Another feature easily visible in  Figure 5 is that the maximum effect occurs 
when the track error is introduced approximately 60At prior to PCA. In fact, all four 
o f the missile engagements achieve a peak deflection when the square wave has 
duration o f approximately 60At. The logical explanation for this phenomenon is that 
the effects o f the transient step from zero error to amplitude “ a”  are maximum at this 
time and as the duration increases, the deflection settles out to effect due to a 
continuous bias.
The corresponding results for Engagement D are shown in Figure 6. 
Engagement D is the most dynamically different flyout conditions from those in 
Engagement A(Outbound vs Inbound target). The results, however, are not 
dramatically different. The maximum track error now appears to occur between 60At 
and 70At. This is not a large effect considering the missile o f Engagement D must 
pursue its target from behind vs. steering toward an approaching target.
Fixed Duration Square Pulses 
Thus far, the results presented are for a square pulse track error w ith a fixed value for 
to, namely the time o f PCA. The next step was to explore responses to a fixed 
duration ti-to that begins at varying times to prior to PCA. Data were collected for t,-to 
values o f 5At, lOAt and 20At. Partial results are plotted in Figures 7-9. These plots 
provide information about which times during the missile flyout are most sensitive.
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Engagement D 
Cross Range Delta Miss Distance
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-200
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Figure 6. Engagement D Amplitude Responses
The use o f square pulses to stimulate the flyout simulation represent the 
selection o f a class o f techniques for exploring the black box response. The durations 
and amplitudes were systematically applied in one dimension to isolate the cross 
range response to errors in  the cross range dimension. Because no random 
components were included in the design, there was no need to replicate any o f the 
measurements taken.
These experiments help provide insight to the relative weight o f track error 
effects on the miss distance as a function o f the time o f the track error relative to 
PCA. Discovering the process o f comparing the miss distance to the corresponding
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 7. Response to 20At Square Pulses
noise free case, rotated relative to the target’s location at PCA brought focus to 
otherwise confusing results.
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Figure 8. Response to lOAt Square Pulses
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Figure 9. Response to 5At Square Pulses
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CHAPTER 3
CORRELATED NOISE 
This Chapter develops a technique for simulating realistic, correlated noise.
Background
As noted earlier, track errors were not restricted to what is achievable by known 
ECM techniques. However, it is prudent to consider the processing performed by the 
radar. ECM designers realize “ to be effective, the jammer must get its signal into the 
enemy’s receiver -  through the associated antenna, input filters, and processing gates’’ 
(Adamy, 2001). The input filters exist outside the software flyout simulation and color 
the track errors. H istorically the effects o f the SAM’s track filters have been ignored 
during simulation characterization. Properly implementing the track filte r improves the 
fide lity  o f the experiments, more accurately representing real track errors.
It is reasonable to approximately simulate the input errors to the radar’s receiver 
w ith independent, gaussian, zero-mean noise (a.k.a. white noise) in the azimuth, elevation 
and range coordinates (Skolnik, 2001). These are the coordinates native to the sensor so it 
is the most appropriate way to model the noise. For a monopulse type radar to maintain a 
track, it  requires estimates o f the target position to point the antenna correctly. These 
position estimates are filtered to reduce noise, providing suitable commands to steer the 
radar’s pedestal. The radar system would implement a “ low-pass”  filte r to eliminate high
20
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frequency noise as depicted in Figure 10. In Figure 10 x(t) represents the target signal 
w ith white noise, h(t) represent the impulse response o f the low pass filter, and y(t) 
represents the filtered output. Any ECM jamming would also be filtered through h(t).
Figure 10. Simple Noise F ilter Block Diagram
Filter Implementation
After passing through the low pass filter, the output y(t) now contains correlated 
or colored noise and is described as in equation 3.1.
y (t) = x (/)0 /i(O  (3.1)
where 0  is the symbol fo r convolution. It is common to represent h(t) by its Laplace 
transform domain pair H(s) defined in equation 3.2 as
H { s ) =  ^ h { t ) e ~ " ‘d t  (3.2)
Now consider the class o f second order filters, i.e. H(s) has a second order 
polynomial in the denominator and a polynomial o f degree 1 or less in the numerator. To 
produce synthetic auto-correlated noise often we must determine the time domain transfer
function h(t) for a given H(s). A  general solution for a 2"^ order filte r is developed
below’ .
' The coefficient of the quadratic term in the denominator of H(s) can be constrained to unity without loss 
of generality.
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H{s ) =
a s  B
■ +  ■
as (3as-\- p  _
S  ̂+ 5  S + E S^ + 5  S + E S^ + S S + E s^ + 5s + E S^ + ÔS -\- E
pas
5 +  -  +   ----------------  5 + ----------- ----------------
2 2 2 2
A Y A ^ô^-4e
(3.3)
5 +  —  +  ■
2 2
5 H-------
2 2
where a, P, 5, and 8 are constants that define the properties o f the filter.
Inverting the Laplace transform for H(s) is simplified by noting that the Laplace 
transform is linear, i.e. the transform o f the sum is the sum o f the transform (or inverse 
transform). The follow ing are Laplace transform pairs:
h(t) = e~ (3.4)
( j - a ) s -  a
(3.5)
Now the form o f equation 3.5 can be related to the second order polynomial w ith 
the follow ing algebraic manipulations.
a ( 1 ^ b ( 1 1 a{s + b) -  b{s + a) s
a - b U + « J a - b U + ^ J (a -  b)(s + a)(s + b) {s + a){s + b)
(3.6)
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1 ( 1 1 > 1
b - a ^s + a s + b^ b - a
{s + b ) - { s  + a)
(5 + aX‘̂  + ̂ )
1 b - a 1
b - a (s + aX̂ y + b) (s + a \ s  + b)
(3.7)
This allows the definition o f two important Laplace transform pairs in 
equations 3.8 and 3.9
=  iae -  be *' ) (3.8)
TaX^ + è) = — (< b - a
g "  -  g-"' (3.9)
By reducing the general second order filte r described in equation 3.2 to a linear 
combination o f the forms expressed in equations 3.8 and 3.9 we can determine the time 
domain form o f the transform function.
r as
S — As S  -\JB̂  — 4e
5 H h ■
2 2
S' H------------
2
a
■yJô^-AEy
5  + yJS^-4E
^S+̂ Ŝ -4c
a
^ ô ^ - 4 e y
ô - ^ ô ^ - 4 e
a
f S + ^S ^ -A e  \
: J a
2
V / V 2  J
S-/s^-4e
(3.10)
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LT P
S — 4s I S -<JŜ  — Ae 
s + -  +  ------------  s + --- ------------
2 2 I 2 2
- P
V a :-4 f
(s+Js=-4c 1 J  a-Jg
(3 11)
h{t):
a(ô  + P ô ^ ~ 4 £ ô ) - 2 p  -[— T '" " }  2 p - a { ô - ^ ô ^ - 4 £ ô )
2 P S ^ - 4 £ S 2 p S ^ - 4 £ 0
(3.1:2)
Thus we have the transfer function h(t) for a general 2"‘’ order polynomial in terms 
o f its coefficients. On some occasions, the roots o f the polynomial in the denominator o f 
H(s) w ill be a complex conjugate pair. In such a case, complex forms o f solutions to 
equation 3.12 can be avoided w ith the utilization o f two other Laplace transform pairs.
(s + «X +
s + a 
(s + aX + b^
=  L[e-“'Sin{bt^
= I ^ ~ “'Cos{bi^  .
(3.13)
(114)
Now the transform function from equation 3.3 is rewritten as:
/f(s )  =
aS  + paS  + P  _
which can then be decomposed into a form sim ilar to equations 3.13 and 3.14
(3T5)
aS  + p s  + s /  p a
= a / 2
/ 4
(3.1())
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Time Domain Solutions
Using equations 3.13 and 3.14 we the inverse transform is;
ae  ̂ Cos + '2 /  ̂ Sin
ô \ (3.17)
which can be further simplified w ith the use o f a trig  identity:
a^ + -
£
e  ̂ Cos
J
t -Tan~^
P - a ^ /
a J s
(3.18)
The daunting appearance o f this equation quickly collapses when the four 
constants are inserted for a particular H(s). Note that the threat o f complex numbers 
appearing in equation 3.18 is fallacious because the complex conjugate pair o f roots was 
a prerequisite to taking this path for a solution to h(t).
Whether equation 3.12 or equation 3.18 is used to produce h(t), it is a triv ia l 
matter to simulate an arbitrary sequence o f x(t) values for discrete times at intervals o f At 
which correspond to the interval rate at which the simulation expects to receive data. The 
simulated, auto-correlated sequence y(t) is produced by convolving the random sequence 
w ith the transfer function, or in this case performing a numerical approximation to the 
convolution integral as shown in equation 3.19.
y(kàt)  % ^  h{K At)x{kAt -  k  At)At (3.19)
K=0
Examination o f h(t) shows that i f  the square root term is real, both terms decay 
exponentially w ith time. Thus, as a practical matter there is some fin ite integer N which 
can be substituted for k as the h(kAt) terms become vanishingly small. The transfer
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functions derived in this section are representative o f elementary analog control theory 
(Hostetter, Savant and Stefani, 1982).
Variance o f Filtered Noise
Now recalling the x(kAt) are independent draws from a normal distribution. What 
is the standard deviation o f the filtered output y(kAt) from equation 3.19? The knowledge 
that the x(k) values are independent allows the use o f well known properties o f the 
variance o f sums o f independent variables.
Var{y)= Var^^a .x{k)At\={AtY<7^'^ap  (3.20)
This provides the information needed to create filtered noise w ith a standard 
deviation o f oo on the output side o f the filte r, i.e. auto-correlated as specified by the 
transfer function H(s). This is achieved by drawing x(t) values from a zero mean normal 
distribution w ith variance:
The normality o f the y(t) values follows from equation 3.19 combined w ith the 
knowledge that the distribution o f the sum o f normally distributed random variables is, 
itse lf normal. Since the expected value o f each o f the terms in equation 3.20 is zero and 
the expected value o f the sum is the sum o f the expected values, the distribution has zero 
mean. The results o f equation 3.21 allow constraint o f the variance o f y(t) to <5p. Thus the 
distribution o f the elements o f the auto-correlated noise sequence is N(0,ax^). The 
construction o f a simulated sequence o f realistically correlated noise now follows from a
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vector product o f the i.i.d. normal sequence x(kAt) w ith an inverted vector o f coefficients 
from h(kAt).
Application
The random noise described in Chapter 1 was generated by implementation o f the 
technique developed in this chapter. The appropriate coefficients for H(S) were used for 
the flyout simulation being tested. The random noise case is an important and practical 
one. A  pure noise jamming technique produces pre-filter produces an angular error 
approximately proportional to the square root o f the noise power (Skolnik, 2001). This 
signal w ill be subjected to the low pass filtering prior to use by the SAM ’s hardware 
guidance computer. Thus it is the correlated noise that must be input to the flyout 
simulation to produce results representative o f the SAM system being simulated. Failure 
to preprocess the noise could result in two possible problems. The improper presence o f 
high frequency noise could generate unrealistic missile guidance commands w ithin the 
simulation, causing unrealistically large miss distances. Conversely, i f  the simulation o f 
the missile guidance inherently rejects high frequency noise power, i.e. the missile track 
loop does not respond to high frequency because o f its own filte r, the observed response 
relating miss distance to noise power could be understated due to the proportion o f noise 
wasted in irrelevant frequencies. The safest approach to studying flyout response to 
random track errors is to input noise to the software representative o f the output o f the 
receiver’s track filter.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELING THE MISS DISTANCE
This Chapter develops statistical models to estimate the miss distance based on 
track errors.
The Unconstrained Model 
We wish to model the response o f the flyout simulation to perturbations in the 
azimuth data in terms o f the e change in miss distance. The measurements o f the 
responses to the step pulses at various times prior to PCA represent 244 observations. 
Based on the observed responses, the contributions to the miss distance from 
perturbations occurring more than 240 time steps prior to PCA were ignored. The linear 
model, essentially a moving average calculation estimates the cross range miss distance 
perturbation s (See 2.2 or Appendix A ) as shown in Equation 4.1 below:
240
è  = ' ^ W i X i  (4.1)
/=!
where Wj is the weighting associated w ith the track error i time steps prior to PCA and Xj 
is the corresponding azimuthal track error. The most elementary model to attempt is a 
completely unconstrained model. One selecting the set o f w /s which minimizes the 
residual sums o f squares between the observations and corresponding model estimates o f
28
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the G miss distance. A t first glance this method appears to adjust 240 weights to fit 244 
observations, a somewhat absurd notion because 240 o f the degrees o f freedom would be 
consumed by the model, leaving only 4 degrees o f freedom for the residuals. In fact, the 
design o f the experiments measuring the response o f the simulation to the track error 
pulses le ft ambiguities amongst subsets o f Wj values. For example, in each o f the 244 
experiments, the track error was identical for time steps 26-30 prior to PCA. The same is 
true for each cluster o f 5 time steps through time step 130. For time steps 130-240, the 
track errors are identical for clusters o f 10 time steps. The effects o f the track error are 
confounded w ith in these clusters. Thus the results o f equation 4.1 above are identical for 
solutions w ith the same average weight for time steps 1-5, 6-10, .. .230-240. In effect, the 
fit is determined by the average weight o f these 37 bins. In addition to the 37 degrees o f 
freedom being more palatable for modeling 244 experimental results, the idea that the 
weights are related “ locally”  w ith respect to the effect on the flyout simulation is in 
concert w ith the physics o f the flyout. A  numerical solver provided the set o f weights that 
minimized the residual sums o f squares. The weights are plotted in Figure 11 below.
Constrained Models
Fortunately, the unconstrained fit provides a reasonable form. It is desirable to use 
the optimal f it  shown to devise a constrained fit that consumes fewer degrees o f freedom 
while providing an acceptable approximation to the nonparametric set o f weights. Two 
constrained piecewise quadratic models were fit to the data, both inspired by the shape o f 
the non-parametric weights. Clearly weights can be zeroed more than 240 time stamps
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Unconstrained Fitted Wbights
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Figure 11. Unconstrained Optimal Weights
before PCA. The first parametric form fits two piecewise quadratic sets w ith the 
constraints that the weights are 0 at PCA, at the transition point between the two 
pieces,and at the transition point between the 2"^ piece and the 3'̂ '̂  regime o f G’s. Thus the 
function is continuous over all three regimes and zero at PCA based on the physics o f the 
flyout, i.e. track error at PCA can no longer effect the flyout hence should have no 
weight. This model requires solving for four unknowns that w ill represent the coefficients 
for the two quadratic polynomials and the transition points o f the regimes. The four 
unknowns a, b, c, and d are as follows:
'w=<
a { x ^ - b x )  x < b
c { x - b ) { x - d )  b < x < d  
0 d < X
(4 2)
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Figure 12. Constrained Optimal Weights
Again a numerical solver was used to determine the four numerical coefficients 
that minimize the residual sums o f squares for this model. The second model requires 
seven unknowns, a-g as shown in Equation 3:
ax^ +bx x <  f  
cx^+dx  + e f < x < g  
0
(4J)
Once more, the weight at PCA is constrained to 0 for the same reason stated 
previously, however the transition points f  and g are not determined by the coefficients o f 
the quadratic equations, and continuity o f the Wi’s is not required at the transition points.
Figure 12 shows the weights for the two constrained fits alongside the 
unconstrained weights. The fit from equation 4.3 certainly produces a form that better 
resembles the unconstrained weights, as might be expected. The solver is not optim izing
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the match to the nonparametric weights but m inim izing the residual sums o f squares 
between the observed miss distance and the model predictions from Equation 4.1.
Figure 13 shows good performance o f the constrained model as reflected by the 
slope o f approximately 1 and the correlation between the model predictions and the 
observations.
Unfortunately, the performance o f these sets o f weights that derive from the pulse 
track errors are o f little  u tility  fo r predicting performance o f the flyout simulation under 
representative noise conditions as described in Chapter 3. A  contributing factor is the
Pulse Fit
o  
s
■p -150
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 466-
m
♦  ♦
'’0 -
: t■ Ik ^
■ .  Mm
♦  ♦
-100 -50
- 66-
-466-
100 150
♦  4 DoF fit 
■ 7 DoF fit
Observed Miss Distance
Figure 13. Scatter Plot o f Pulse Error Model Results
effect track noise has on missile velocity. The track noise creates adjustments to 
the missile guidance that delay the time o f PCA by several At. The flyout experiences
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decreased velocity under these less pristine conditions. Though the weights are not useful 
for predicting flyout performance in the more representative noise conditions, the forms 
o f Equations 4.2 and 4.3 can be used and optimized to fit the miss distances observed 
under correlated noise conditions. Figure 14 shows the weights produced when equations 
4.2 and 4.3 are optimized for the results o f 30 random draws using a realistic noise model 
based on the track filter.
Fit to Correlated Random Draws
165
145
125
105
£
Î
150100 200 250 300
-15
Time
Figure 14. Optimum Weights for Realistic Random Noise
Figure 15 shows the correlation o f the observed miss distances in the £ direction 
vs. the model predictions is not as high for the unconstrained (7DoF) model in the 
presence o f correlated noise.
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Figure 15. Random Error Model Results 
Model Validation
We can develop some intuition about the stability o f the coefficients that 
minimize the residual sums o f squares by examining the set o f coefficients which would 
have resulted i f  one o f the 30 samples were omitted. There are 30 different combinations 
o f 29 samples which would produce their own set o f coefficients a-e, producing a new set 
o f W j ’ s and resulting in a new model estimate o f the e miss distance.
The a,b,c,d, and e coefficients were subjected to a jackknife procedure to produce 
90% confidence lim its and refined estimates (relatively small number o f samples for this 
procedure). In this case, the parameters to be estimated are the five coefficients that w ill 
produce the smallest residual sums o f squares for a large ensemble o f flyouts. The 
statistic(s) examined is/are the coefficients that minimized the residual sums o f squares
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for the th irty samples collected. Transition points f  and g were fixed to the values which 
produced the weights shown in Figure 14. The jackknife process was performed in two 
stages. The first stage used a spreadsheet, where the optimal coefficients were 
recalculated for each o f the 30 combinations o f 29 random missile flyout.
Table 1 Model Coefficients And Jackknife Results
Unknown Model Fit Jackknife Fit 90% LCL 90% UCL
a -21.488 -21.575 -24.437 -17.275
b 108.411 108.884 84.471 126.632
c 0.017 0.017 0.014 0.019
d -3.685 -3.675 -3.961 -3.179
e 186.068 185.754 172.906 192.028
The resulting coefficients were then fed to an S-Plus routine that calculated the 
estimates and 90% confidence lim its shown in Table 1.
Three o f the th irty flyouts were then selected to observe the variation o f the model 
predictions for the th irty combinations o f coefficients. The three were not chosen at 
random. The sequences that produced the largest and smallest miss distance were 
examined along w ith the sequence that produce a small absolute miss distance. Each 
sequence was tested against the estimated s based on the sets o f coefficients produced by 
calculating optimum a-e coefficients based on twenty-nine o f the th irty  samples. Table 2 
shows summary statistics o f the th irty different estimates o f e that were produced by 
determining the a-e coefficients using 29 o f the 30 random samples. This table provides 
more insight to the dispersion o f the estimates than the confidence intervals o f the 
individual coefficients shown in Table 1 due to the interaction o f the a and b coefficients
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and the c, d, and e coefficients in determining the W j ’ s.  The estimated miss distances are 
relatively stable for the coefficients produced by the th irty combinations.
Table 2 Miss Distance Statistics
Small Absolute Largest Smallest
Full Model 15.14 177.40 -96.41
Mean 15.76 177.39 -96.17
Median 15.35 177.45 -96.36
StDev 3.92 2.93 4.33
Min 7.20 171.97 -101.95
Max 30.81 183.18 -79.03
A  related measure is the press statistic. It is defined as the in equation 25 below.
Pre55 = (4-4)
where the observations at yj are contrasted w ith the model fit based on all but the i'*’ 
observation. The PRESS (prediction sum o f squares) statistic is 43,305 compared to the 
residual sum o f squares value o f 30,996 for the fu ll model. The PRESS statistic is 
guaranteed to be larger than the residual sums o f squares (NETER, 1996), though it 
would be hoped they would not d iffer by this much. This PRESS statistic indicates too 
much vo la tility  in  estimating s based on this technique. The bulk o f the difference 
between these two statistics is contributed by five o f the observations. Though this 
amount o f variation is excessive for the goal o f predicting flyout results, it is acceptable 
for providing information about the relationship between the track noise and the miss 
distance.
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CHAPTER 5 
SUMMARY
The research described in this thesis represent a first look into microscopic 
behavior o f a missile flyout simulation. The existing software tools were designed to 
characterize summary performance e.g. the proportion o f missiles w ith PCA less than a 
critical radius over a large sequence o f flyouts. An incidental benefit o f this research has 
been thorough testing o f these existing tools. Abhorrent behavior was traced to an 
inadequate velocity estimation scheme embedded in the testing tools. This was replaced 
w ith the method detailed in Appendix II to produced smoothed rate estimates. Several 
other modifications to the testing software were implemented either as fixes to bugs 
uncovered by the testing or to improve software’s u tility  under the increased demands o f 
this project.
The existing software tools used for the macroscopic simulation characterization 
studies were inadequate to apply the specific noise classes studied. The chain from 
generating synthetic flyout input data to exercising the flyout simulation had to be 
broken. The intermediate input files were manipulated w ith spreadsheets. Small software 
modules facilitating mass production o f classes o f track errors were created. Tools for 
processing output were also produced in quantity. Frequently one plot involved 
examining results spread out over as many as one hundred different directories. The level
37
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o f technology for implementing and summarizing response to specific track noise 
classes has grown from virtual non-existence to a mature capability.
Previous attempts at characterizing flyout simulation behavior included efforts to 
model the probability o f scoring a h it as a function o f dynamic conditions. This work 
represents the first microscopic look at individual missile responses to track noise. The 
ultimate goal o f this research is to produce an accurate model that relates the track noise 
input signal to the miss distance score. In final form the position and dynamics o f the 
target would be part o f the model.
The results in this thesis fe ll w ell short o f a model that accurately described the 
flyout miss distance results. It was hoped that the flyout responses would produce linear 
behavior so that superposition could be used to estimate the response to complex noise 
signals as the sum o f responses to simpler noise signals. For example, a w ell defined 
response to sinusoidal noise as a function o f amplitude, frequency, and phase would 
allow estimation o f the response to a complex signal through a discrete Fourier transform. 
The demonstration that this approach would fa il was itse lf an important discovery.
The research did take the firs t step in relating the results to the track errors that 
induce them. Future efforts should augment the small suite o f track errors and run all 
input signals through the correlation filte r prior to running the flyout simulation. A  more 
elegant approach than the weighted sum may be needed for predicting miss distance 
results. Modeling the effects o f target position and velocity at launch as determining 
factors for the weight terms would produce an excellent tool for the EW test community.
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APPENDEX I
CENTERLINE COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS 
Translation from a north, east, down coordinate system into a centerline 
coordinate system requires a matrix rotation uniquely determined by the azimuth and 
elevation o f the SAM system. The first coordinate, designated p in this Thesis, is a radial 
component w ith pointing from the SAM to the target. The second coordinate, s, is 
orthogonal to the p coordinate and existing in the horizontal plane. The non-unique case 
that occurs when the target is precisely overhead is not important here. Positive sense o f 
the s direction is in  the clockwise direction by convention. The third coordinate (j) is 
orthogonal to the first two and consistent w ith a right hand coordinate system.
For a given N,E,D target position, the unit normal in the p direction is simply:
N
V # " + E^ + D^ 
E
+ E^ + D^ 
D
( i-i )
and the s direction must be orthogonal to p w ith no component in the D direction, it is 
expressed simply in  equation 1-2.
39
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e =
y/N^ + E^ 
N
V îw T Ë ^
0
(1-2)
Equation 1-2 retains the positive clock sense specified above. The final component 
is now defined by the vector cross product o f the firs t two coordinates;
- D N
-  p x e
^In  ̂+ e ^^In  ̂+ e ^ + d ^
- D E
(1-3)
These three vectors form the orthonormal basis o f the centerline coordinate 
system. I f  N, E, and D, are the coordinates o f the target at PCA, the missile miss distance 
relative to the target can be rotated into centerline coordinates using a rotation matrix R 
whose column vectors are the basis vectors just defined. Thus i f  the target position -  
missile position is given as No, Eo, Dq, then the miss distance in centerline coordinates is 
constmcted as:
{Po ,^o,^o) = (^ o ,4 , A  )R (1-4)
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APPENDIX II
RATE ESTIMATION SMOOTHER
Along w ith the AER estimates, the flyout model also requires estimates o f the 
azimuth, elevation, and range rates, i.e. their time derivatives. The SAM systems provide 
rate estimates to their guidance computers based on some filte r function. Experience has 
shown that the fide lity  o f the rate estimates need not be extremely accurate. However, the 
early flyout model testing software approximated the rates based on simple two-point 
numerical differences, which noticeably degraded performance in the presence o f noise.
The goal was to provide a reasonable approximation to the rates w ithout incurring 
an undue computational burden. A  reasonable approach was to fit a quadratic equation to 
the positional element, then determine the rate fi'om this fit. Thus our equation for the fit 
at time t w ill be:
f { t )  = b^+b^t + b2Î  ̂ ( II-1)
where bo, b i, and hj are the regression coefficients. The estimated rate is then:
f  {t) = b,+2b^t (II-2)
An odd number o f observations k, symmetrically distributed about time t at time 
steps o f At w ill be used to form the estimated rate. W ithout loss o f generality, define t = 0 
at the time the rate is to be estimated. The efficacy o f this choice w ill soon be evident.
41
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The equations for determining the coefficients are shown in equation II-3
ru \
k ~ \ f  4 - 1  ^
k È-.
- & + 1
t  K
_ - k + l
É
- t  +  l
2 2 2
k - \ k - \ k - ] k - \
È-.
_ - t + i
t  K
_ - k + \
t
_ - k + ]
Z
- 4 + 1
2 "  2 "  2 2
i - 1 k - 1 4 -1 4 - 1
t
_ - & + ! _ - & + ! - 4 + 1
Z
- 4 + 1
2 2 2
where x„ = nAt. Since t is 0 we can use the symmetry to eliminate several terms from the 
matrix to be inverted, yielding:
k 0
0 0
0 Z < ;
0
0
0
Since the derivative equation w ill only be evaluated at time t = 0, Eq II-2 shows 
that the coefficient b, is the rate estimate. Which gives:
where:
(M  (M
-(fc -l) n=0
A:(A-1)(A + 1) 
12
(II-6)
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which yields the final rate estimate of:
This approach uses a sliding window so each rate estimate repeats the calculation o f Eq 
(II-7), which consists o f n multiplications and n-1 additions. The method sacrifices some 
realism because it is non-causal, but this trade is insignificant fo r acquiring a highly 
efficient rate estimate o f adequate accuracy.
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APPENDIX II I 
OTHER TRACK ERROR FUNCTIONS
The square pulse and the correlated random noise were not the only types o f track 
error considered. An alternating square pulse was studied extensively. The alternating 
square pulse allowed for a seamless transition to sine wave track errors because, as a 
periodic function, it  could be decomposed into a Fourier series. Sine waves o f varying 
amplitude, phase and frequency were studied. This decomposition also flows smoothly 
into the correlated track noise discussed in chapter three. A  sinusoidal signal passes 
through the filte r w ith the amplitude rescaled and a phase shift, but no change in 
frequency.
Ultimately, the model’s response failed to behave linearly over an adequate range 
o f frequencies. Linearity was needed to allow invocation o f superposition to generalize 
the response o f the model to a periodic track noise to the sum o f the responses to the 
harmonics o f the Fourier series. Simultaneously, the response o f the model to various 
frequencies became very unpredictable.
ALTERNATING STEP FUNCTION
A simple generalization o f the square pulse, namely the sum o f square pulses o f 
alternating sign, was tested. Figure 16 below shows an alternating square pulse w ith
44
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intervals o f lOAt and amplitudes repeating the sequence {28, 0, -28, 0}. Thus the 
frequency is shown in equation I I I - l.
1
f i  =
4iAt
where the integer i refers to the number o f discrete time steps the error pulse dwells at 
any one stage. The interval is four times i, i.e, one positive, one negative, and two zero 
error intervals are combined to complete the cycle.
Azimuthal Error Pulse 
Interval 10
£ 0 11
-1
-2
1
U  . r J L » — ^
Time
Figure 16. Example Error Signal
Each o f the four engagements were tested for intervals from 5 to 50 records in 
steps o f 5. For each case studied, the error pulse consists o f an integer number o f cycles, 
specifically the maximum number o f integer cycles that w ill not exceed 420 time steps 
prior to PCA. Thus the average error is always zero. The beginning o f the pulse precedes
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PCA by a sufficient number o f time steps to ensure minimal impact o f the precise start 
time o f the error signal. Both Ô and 28 were used as amplitudes for the error signals and 
alternated the sign polarity for each case (+ indicates the error signal was positive at PCA 
i.e. the SAM track position is in front o f the target). PCA time is based on the baseline 
PCA time since the PCA time for a given error signal cannot be determined a priori. The 
results from Engagement A  are plotted in Figures 17.
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Figure 17. Engagement A  Alternating Pulse Response
In Figure 17, the miss distance appears to converge at approximately -20 %Rc for 
the highest frequency error signal (Interval 5) while the sign (i.e., the direction) o f the 
miss corresponds to the error signal at PCA for only the lowest frequencies (Intervals 45 
and 50). The behavior at high frequency noise suggests that it is the frequency that 
dominates the result (as opposed to the phase or amplitude), perhaps due to a general 
inability o f the model to handle noise at this frequency. A t low frequencies, the bias is no
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longer present. In the lim it, the final amplitude o f a sufficiently long interval should 
dominate the results. The general disagreement between 6 and 2Ô responses is perplexing.
In Figure 18 we can see the impact o f the track errors on the PCA time. The high 
frequency error pulses produce the maximum time change for PCA. (The apparent
Engagement A 
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Figure 18. PCA Delays Due to Track Noise
peak between observations is an artifact o f the plotting software.) The other immediately 
obvious result is the positive and negative results overlay each other. Thus the 
asymmetries in the miss distances are not effecting flyout times. The argument for 
examining the miss distance relative to the noise free miss distance case begins to fa ll 
apart i f  the CPA time is allowed to be excessively altered which is surely the case when 
the difference enters double dig it time steps. The interval length 5 case for Engagement A
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exceeds 20 time step, where 20 time steps represents a fu ll cycle o f noise which is absent 
from the end o f the flyout.
A  plausible explanation for the increased flyout times is that the software missile 
loses energy to the continual error changes to which it must response. The high frequency 
case is the worst because it represents the greatest number o f adjustments for the missile. 
This bleeding o f energy could manifest itse lf in the form o f lost velocity, thus delaying 
PCA.
Sinusoidal Track Errors
An alternative periodic track error is the sine wave. The fact that complex 
periodic functions can be represented by a series o f sines and cosines via the Fourier 
series lends a natural appeal to this type o f track error. It can be shown the Fourier series 
o f the alternating square wave consists o f odd harmonics whose signs alternate in pairs 
and relative amplitude is inversely proportional to the harmonic, e.g., the 7'*’ harmonic 
has 1/7 the amplitude o f the fundamental frequency. As w ith the alternating square pulse, 
the sinusoidal track error has a mean o f zero and variance o f 8V2 for a peak amplitude o f 
Ô.
As w ith the alternating square pulse the sinusoidal track errors terminate at the 
baseline time o f PCA at peak amplitude and are present for an integral number o f cycles. 
The responses for engagements A  and C are plotted in Figures 19 and 20. No obvious 
explanation for the vast dissim ilarity between the two engagements has been found. One 
sim ilarity amongst the four engagements is a transition from chaotic behavior at higher 
frequencies to a more linear response at lower frequencies.
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The non-linear behavior at high frequencies may be related to the change in PCA 
time, which is shown for Engagement A  in Figure 21. The delay o f PCA time represents 
a change in the dynamic conditions between the flyout results observed and the baseline 
case w ith no track error. This makes the decision to adjust the result relative to the 
baseline case more dubious. Another impact is the fact that the track errors applied were 
in the correct phase at the time o f baseline PCA, so the high frequency cases shifts the the 
track error by several records.
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Figure 19. Engagement A  response to Sinusoidal Errors
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Figure 20: Engagement C response to Sinusoidal Errors
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Figure 21 : PCA Delays Due to Sinusoidal Errors
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